USB 3.1 Gen 1 Circular
Keyed Break Away - KBXS

PART NUMBER: A79936-601
NOMENCLATURE: BAXX-09-WC-18.0-C-BN-OM

PART NUMBER: A79902-601
NOMENCLATURE: BAXX-09-WC-18.0-C-BN-RP

OMNETICS HIGH SPEED CATALOG

PLUG USB PINOUT

SOCKET USB PINOUT

(CVIEW FROM MATING FACE)
USB 3.1 Gen 1 Circular Threaded - MXC
USB 3.1 Gen 1 Circular
Triple Threaded - RXC

OMNETICS HIGH SPEED CATALOG

PART NUMBER: A79951-001
NOMENCLATURE: RXC-09-WC-18.0-C-OM-IS-OR-N-IP68

PART NUMBER: A79952-001
NOMENCLATURE: RXC-09-WC-18.0-C-OM-IS-OR-N-IP68

PART NUMBER: A79953-001
NOMENCLATURE: RXC-09-WC-18.0-RP-OR-IP68

SHRINK TUBE: 0.125 [3.17]

CABLE LENGTH AS REQUIRED: 0.183 [4.65]

CABLE LENGTH AS REQUIRED: 1.74 [44.1]

CABLE LENGTH AS REQUIRED: 1.89 [48]

CABLE LENGTH AS REQUIRED: 375 [9.53]

O-RING: 0.3875-25-ACME-2G

TRIPLE START THREAD: M15 X 1

NUT: 0.183 [4.65]

PANEL CUTOUT: 0.74 [18.8]

PANEL THICKNESS: 0.183 [4.65]

VIEW LESS NUT: 0.822 [20.88]

OMNETICS CONNECTOR CORPORATION
USB 3.1 Gen 1 Circular Twist Lock - TXC